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Nov 22, 2018 References Category:After Effects plugins Category:Video editing softwareFinally, I am posting this question about Android/Java API only. I am developing a simple Android application for flashcards. I would like the user to play the game, take a quiz, and then in the summary, display how the user is doing compared to his/her best
answer. I want to know how to implement this. I have already created the app, and am in the process of adding functions for the user to play and retake quizzes. From where I am in the app, I want to display the user's quiz results on the summary screen. I have already had a look at some of the sample apps in the Android SDK, including even the example

for flashcards (using the ImageView with some image resources). I am new to Android/Java so any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks. A: If you already have a list of questions, you can get the best quiz score by comparing the current answers to the questions with the questions that have already been answered. In your case, it would look
something like: (java-based pseudocode) for each quiz question, save the best quiz score to a list for each quiz question, save the user answer to a list save the best list (of questions) and list (of answers) to a text file upon launch, load the files and compare them I'm not sure if this is a standard approach for this application, but if you need specific code

examples, we can write that. Edit: Here is some code for a simple-minded approach to the exercise (please note: this is pseudocode and assumes you have some code to do the actions above). String answer = userInput; String correctAnswer =...; String question =...; //get the best answer/question combo String bestAnswer =...; String bestQuestion =...; File
outputFile = new File("/sdcard/bestQuestions.txt"); outputFile.createNewFile(); StringBuilder builder = new StringBuilder(); for (String line : FileUtils.readLines(outputFile)) builder.append(line).append(" "); builder.append("Answer: ").append(answer).append(" "); builder.append("Correct Answer: ").append
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